
Spotlight on Lizet Tirres
Iyengar Yoga Class
Sundays 10:30am-12pm at Back for Yoga

Q & A with yoga teacher Lizet Tirres 

Lizet hangs out in Pincha Mayurasana (seen above) as she takes a
break from her homework - she's working on her MS in Applied

Statistics - and answers some of your questions below

Q: How old were you when you started

practicing yoga and why did you start?

A: I was 41. After a disc ruptured, I had a

2-level spinal fusion, that is, 3 vertebrae

in my neck are now fused together.

Lizet's bio

 Lizet is a lifelong athlete and understands

the joys and the pains of working the body

through a variety of sports and physical

activities. In grade school, Lizet

skateboarded and played softball. In high



Q: What is your home practice like?

A: Challenging. I rely on a schedule from

my [yoga] teacher training: 1) I practice

with my teacher once or twice a week - at

my level and/or at the level I teach. At

home, I practice the sequences from those

classes with variations for me. 2) Once a

week, I do a restorative sequence. 3) Once

a week I practice my pranayama

(controlled breathing). 4) Once a week, I

do my therapeutic sequence. 5) Everyday,

I try to do inversions

(headstand, shoulder stand) and work on

a pose that I cannot do (at whatever stage

I can do it). The challenge is having the

discipline to just get up and do it.

Q: What is your favorite pose and why?

A: I like handstands and backbends. Not

because I can execute them awesomely,

but because they are mood lifters. Dwi

Pada Dandasana (two-legged inverted

staff pose) in a chair is a good way to hang

out.

 

Q: What is your least favorite pose and why?

A: I don't have a least favorite. Some

poses are just more challenging than

others. If a pose takes great effort, that

means I'moverworking somewhere, and

not working enough somewhere else. It

becomes a point of meditation to discover

how to find a balance (hopefully before

collapsing in a heap).

Q: Which is your favorite yoga quote?

A: Getta Iyengar (by way of Carri

Owerko): ...finding balance in the asana is

about "making the thick parts thin and

the thin parts thick." Yo can take that one

off the mat as well - try not to be too

school, she was on the varsity tennis team. In

college, she played Lacrosse.  Later in life,

Lizet picked up running and surfing. 

However, this long streak of discovering and

excelling at a variety of physical activities

with great ability and ease hit a major

roadblock in 2005.  A ruptured disc and

spinal surgery led her to a yoga class at the

Iyengar Yoga Institute of Los Angeles. There,

Lizet began to discover the bounty that yoga

provides.

In addition to weekly study with senior

Iyengar teachers Marla Apt and Paul

Cabanis, Lizet has completed the following

teacher training programs: 200-Hour

YogaWorks Training with Annie Carpenter

and Billy Asad in 2008; 300-Hour

YogaWorks Professional Program with Paul

Cabanis in 2009; and 3-Year (500 Hours)

Iyengar Teacher Training Program with

Manouso Manos, Gloria Goldberg, Marla

Apt, and Diane Gysbers in 2011.  Lizet’s

teaching style follows the Iyengar tradition,

which focuses on alignment, timing, and

sequencing.



mentally resistant or too compliant...

equanimity or santosa.

Q: What is something you enjoy to do in your

spare time that has nothing to do with yoga?

A: My math homework leaves me without

spare time. But if I have free time I like

walking, surfing, knitting, and playing the

guitar.
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